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Only three technologies demonstrated average errors below 50 % (LiDAR 1 and 2, Tracer).
• ‘LiDAR’ requires deployment of helicopter or heavy truck.
• ‘Tracer’ requires positionning gas near single source to obtain this performance.
The tested drones underperformed. This might be due to challenging low wind condition, poor
wind measurement protocol, or self generated washdown plume interference.
Questionable distinction between site level and source level techniques. Site level techniques
are challenged to precisely quantify/attribute in multiple source exercises. 
à Several techniques will likely be further challenged in other mid-stream contexts (e.g. LNG 
terminals or industrial clusters with several emitters). 
This study paved the way for next steps including measurements in real life and TD-BU
reconciliation efforts.
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Fugitive emissions from natural gas systems are increasingly scrutinized. Accurate reporting requires site-
and source-level, measurement-based leak quantification. Here, we evaluate 10 currently available, site-
scale CH4 emission quantification approaches against a blind controlled release experiment.
The experiment consisted of for a series of 17 blind, 2-hour source releases at single or multiple 
simultaneous exhaust points. The controlled releases covered a range of flow rates from 0.01 kg/h to 50 
kg/h. Measurement platforms included airborne, ground-based mobile and fixed atmospheric
measurements, as well as handheld systems.
We analyse individual and comparative performances, as well as the influence of wind speed, node shape, 
and multiplicity of releases.


